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Abstract
The Bayon temple is known for its numerous massive stone faces with serene smiles, often referred to as the
“Khmer Smile.” Many of these sculptures are, however, only partially preserved, making it difficult to see the
original appearance of these faces. To restore the Bayon faces, we propose a novel method that builds upon the
matrix recovery theory. The method achieves accurate restoration by adopting a two-step shape recovery strategy.
Rough restoration and clustering processes are first carried out using the entire database to group similar samples
together. Then refined restoration using high resolution data is executed in each cluster to restore higher details
while retaining the characteristics of each face. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
method.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling—Curve, surface, solid, and object representations

1. Introduction

Historic cultural relics are often only partially preserved due
to various causes, such as weather and vandalism. In order to
avoid a great loss of cultural heritage, finding effective ways
to restore the original appearance of these relics is important.
When we have a group of similar relics and some of them are
incomplete, can we restore them automatically using their
geometric priors?

One example of such a restoration situation is the famous
facial sculptures in Bayon at Angkor. As one of the most im-
portant archaeological site in Cambodia, Bayon contains a
multitude of massive stone faces on many towers that are
also the most recognizable and distinctive symbol of this
temple. Staring out in all directions with serene smiles, these
faces are often referred to as the “Khmer Smile.”

The temple itself, which was built in the late 12th or early
13th century, was carefully designed, with rich and beautiful
decorations. By means of modern 3D scanning techniques,
the entire building was digitally recorded and is known as
the Bayon Digital Archival Project conducted by Ikeuchi et
al. [IM07]. Images from arbitrary viewpoints can easily be

rendered using the scanned 3D data, such as those shown in
the bottom row of Figure 1.

Figure 1: Images of Bayon, including an overview (left) and
one face tower (right). The upper two are photographs and
the bottom ones are rendered images using scanned 3D data.
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Figure 2: Examples of Bayon faces. Many of them are in-
complete, due to natural decay and damage from vandalism.

At the time of completion, the Bayon temple contained
about 200 huge stone faces. Now only a certain number of
them are partially preserved, as shown in Figure 2. Most
damaged faces are still not restored, despite extensive efforts
that began in the 20th century. In this paper, we reshape the
Bayon faces to their former glory, using the incomplete data.

1.1. Related Work

Extensive studies of the Bayon faces have been conducted
from the cultural and archaeological perspectives. A ground-
breaking study on the classification of Bayon faces was done
by the Japanese Government Team for Safeguarding Angkor
(JSA) [Nak98]. Based on the observation and analysis from
their experienced experts, those faces were roughly divided
into three groups: Deva, Devata and Asura, meaning god,
goddess and devil respectively. Typical representatives of
these three groups are shown in Figure 3. A more objective
classification study of Bayon faces was established by Ka-
makura et al. [KOTI05], using depth images generated from
scanned 3D data.

The task of estimating the original Bayon face shapes re-
lates to the 3D shape restoration problem. For the purpose
of filling holes on given polygon meshes or point clouds, ei-
ther mesh-based methods [Lie03] or volumetric approaches
[DMGL02, NT03, Ju04] can be used to achieve smooth con-
tinuation by imposed localized geometric constraints. When
large regions or structural information is lost, hole-filling
methods will be no longer suitable. An alternative strategy
using geometric priors can be employed. Usually patches
with similar surface characteristics are selected from either
the incomplete object itself [SACO04, BF08], or analogous
candidate models [PMG∗05, KS05]. Notice that all these
methods handle a single sample at a time.

In case a group of similar shapes is present and a certain
number of them are incomplete, an algorithm for simulta-
neously restoring all those shapes was developed by Lu et
al. [LZT∗10]. Using dense correspondences acquired from a
shape matching scheme, the shape restoration problem was

Figure 3: Representative faces of the three categories in
Bayon manually labeled by JSA [Nak98]. Left: Deva (No.
51S). Middle: Devata (No. 50E). Right: Asura (No. 35N).

formulated as a convex optimization and could be solved ef-
fectively. The pipeline of this method is illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. If there is more than one category among input sam-
ples, however, this basic algorithm should not directly be ap-
plied to the entire database. Otherwise it will bring the risk of
restoring an individual using dissimilar samples from differ-
ent categories, which is unreasonable. In this case, shape re-
covery processing should be carried out in a relatively small
scope, where only samples with high similarity values are
chosen, in order to retain the characteristics of each face and
get accurate restoration results. In addition, this method does
not distinguish data loss and damage, which will lead to in-
accurate output under certain conditions.
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Figure 4: The pipeline of the shape restoration method
[LZT∗10]. Input 3D shapes are first aligned and dense
correspondences are acquired using a surface matching
scheme. By stacking coordinates of these corresponding
points, input shapes are represented as fixed-length vectors
and then a matrix recovery procedure is used to accomplish
the restoration.

1.2. Algorithm Overview

In this paper, we propose a novel comprehensive method to
repair Bayon faces. We leverage the fact that these faces are
exactly a group of similar shapes and base our method on
the restoration algorithm proposed by Lu et al. [LZT∗10].
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Figure 5: The workflow of our proposed two-step restoration method. Notice that the same restoration algorithm, which is
explained in Section 3.2, is used in both steps.

Considering that these sculptures belong to several differ-
ent categories, a two-step restoration strategy is developed,
as shown in Figure 5. First, in order to obtain more accu-
rate classification results, where similar faces are grouped
together, a rough shape recovery using all samples is car-
ried out to temporarily handle data incompletion. Second, a
refined restoration using the same algorithm but with high
resolution data is executed in each respective cluster, which
results in detailed restorations that retain the characteristics
of each face. Several advantages are brought by the proposed
method, including higher restoration accuracy and reduced
computation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First,
the cluster analysis of Bayon faces is introduced in Section 2.
Then the restoration method, both the original and our im-
proved versions, is explained in Section 3. Experimental re-
sults are shown in Section 4 and the last section concludes
the paper.

2. Classification

2.1. Pre-processing

The database of Bayon faces coordinated by Ikeuchi et al.
[IM07] contains registered 3D scans of 161 faces. Before
starting further analysis, these 3D shapes have to be pre-
processed to fit the requirements of our proposed algorithm.

By adopting a surface matching scheme [LZT∗10], dense
corresponding points are generated. Notice that the outer
parts, such as ears and headdresses, are cropped. Only the
inner part, the face itself, is left. Then we stack the (x,y,z)
coordinates of these points, turning each face into a fixed-
length vector to represent its geometric shape.

2.2. Hierarchical Clustering

To achieve detailed restoration results, we must first group
the faces into similar shapes. This is a typical task of cluster
analysis, with several classical solutions, such as K-means
[Bis06]. Notice that for our problem, although we all believe
these faces should be classified, it is difficult to determine
the exact number of how many clusters they should be di-
vided into. Here the hierarchical clustering method [DHS01]
is chosen. Instead of generating a “flat” data description, like
K-means, this method will lead to a hierarchical representa-
tion, where the relationship among all samples is clear at a
glance and clusters can be chosen more flexibly.

Given pairwise similarities of all samples, a hierarchy
is built from the individual faces by progressively merging
clusters. Ward’s criterion [JHW63] is used as the linkage cri-
terion that determines the distance between pairs of clusters.
The result is represented in a corresponding tree, called a
dendrogram, as shown in Figure 6. Note that the similarity
values, which correspond to the height in the dendrogram,
can be used to help determine whether groupings are natural
or forced. For instance, if an unusually large gap between
the similarity values of two neighboring levels is found, one
can argue that here is a natural boundary to divide the den-
drogram.

In the practice of refined restoration, an additional ben-
efit is that for a certain face, which is one leaf node in the
dendrogram, the scope of the cluster used for recovery can
be gradually enlarged, until a satisfactory result appears.
This bottom-up strategy also enables efficient computation
on limited memory, as only a part of the database is required
in the computation.

After the pre-processing explained in Section 2.1, the sim-
ilarity evaluation between two Bayon faces becomes just
measuring the distance between two points in a vector space
for which we use the Euclidean norm. The raw 3D measure-
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Figure 6: The hierarchy of Bayon faces, based on the global rough restoration results using low resolution data.

ments, however, should not be used to measure similarities
of these faces as they may be incomplete. Instead, a rough
shape restoration procedure is carried out beforehand, us-
ing all but relatively low resolution data. The details of the
restoration algorithm are explained next.

3. Restoration

3.1. Shape Restoration via Matrix Recovery

For a certain missing or damaged part of one Bayon face,
a relatively intact patch corresponding to the same area can
always be found from at least one other sample in the entire
database. To leverage this fact, we base our method on that
of Lu et al. [LZT∗10] which we briefly explain here.

The aim is to get rid of corruption as much as possible and
recover undamaged shapes. Given a sufficiently large num-
ber of similar shapes, let {s0

i }n
i=1 and {si}n

i=1 denote their
original shapes when they were just completed and the cor-
responding observations, i.e., raw measured data in the real
world respectively.

An assumption that {s0
i }n

i=1 are linearly correlated is re-
quired as a premise. Let span(s0

1, . . . ,s
0
n) denote the linear

span of these shapes:

span(s0
1, . . . ,s

0
n) = {

n

∑
i=1

αis0
i |α1, . . . ,αn ∈ R}, (1)

which represents the intersection of all subspaces containing
this set. The assumption of linearity means the dimension of
this linear span should be much smaller compared with the
superposition of n times the value of each sample. In other
words, if vectors {s0

i }n
i=1 form the columns of a matrix, de-

noted as A, then the rank of this matrix should be much less
than the number of samples n, which means A is approxi-
mately a low-rank matrix.

Similarly, an observation data matrix D is formed by vec-
tors {si}n

i=1. The difference between A and D corresponds to
the corruption, which is denoted as matrix E. The observa-
tion can then be decomposed as

A+E = D. (2)

Usually the defect area is much smaller compared with the
complete parts, which means error matrix E should be sparse
and most of its entries are zero. Considering that matrix A
is approximately low-rank, as analyzed earlier, the task of
restoring this group of similar shapes can be formulated as a
low-rank matrix recovery problem [CLMW11]:

min
A,E

‖A‖∗+λ‖E‖1, s.t. A+E = D, (3)

where ‖A‖∗ is the nuclear norm of matrix A, defined as
the sum of its singular values: ‖A‖∗ .

= ∑i σi(A). ‖E‖1
refers to the L1 norm of matrix E. This problem can be
efficiently solved by convex optimization, for example,
using Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) algorithm
[LCM10].

3.2. Shape Restoration via Matrix Recovery and
Completion

The basic recovery method treats missing and damaged parts
the same, leading to inaccurate restorations when directly
applied to the Bayon faces. For instance, if the missing parts
of one sample are considerably large, while the total number
of samples are limited, which means the size of data matri-
ces is relatively small, the corruption matrix E would be no
longer sparse if the missing parts are not excluded. Inaccu-
rate results may be generated in this case. In order to improve
the restoration method to avoid this problem, cases of data
loss and corruption have to be distinguished, and treated dif-
ferently.

Suppose the size of matrix D in Eq. 3 is m×n. Let Ω de-
note the positions of observed entries of D. Ω ⊆ [m]× [n]
and it is called the support set of D. Its complementary set
Ω

c corresponds to those missing entries, which have been lo-
calized already after the surface matching procedure in pre-
processing. Let PΩ be an orthogonal projection supported on
Ω, defined as

PΩ(X) =

{
Xi j, (i, j) ∈Ω,
0, (i, j) /∈Ω,

(4)

where Xm×n is an arbitrary matrix. This projection can be
used as a mask to exclude missing entries of matrix E in
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Eq. 3, making the rest of this difference matrix E sparse.
The former optimization Eq. 3 is then modified as

min
A,E

‖A‖∗+λ‖PΩ(E)‖1, s.t. A+E = D, (5)

which is still a convex optimization and can be solved by the
ALM method as well.

Note that we adopt this restoration method in both rough
and refined shape recovery steps using data with different
resolution, and the scopes of the faces within the database
are different, too. Due to the cropping operation, this method
handles the facial part only, without considering outer parts
such as ears and headdresses. In the end, restored outputs are
merged together with their initial shapes in order to obtain
better appearance.

4. Experiments

4.1. Results of Revised Restoration Method

In Section 3.2, an improved version of the original shape
restoration method is presented. The effectiveness of the
modification can be seen in the following experimental re-
sults.

Figure 7: Examples of synthesized data. Upper left: the
original shape. The rest: synthesized samples, generated by
cutting down a certain facial area. Holes are filled using
smooth surface.

A classification test was designed to check the correct-
ness of our proposed method. First, we built a small data
set with known ground truth of grouping information. For
each chosen face, five extra samples were synthesized by
cutting down a certain area randomly, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 7. Holes were filled using simple smooth surface. Six
well-preserved faces in total were chosen from the entire
database. This results in a data set containing 36 samples,
on which both the algorithm [LZT∗10] and our proposed
method were carried out, aiming to restore those incomplete
samples back to their origins.

Figure 8: An experiment on a synthesized data set for test-
ing the correctness of the novel shape restoration method.
Left: original shapes. Middle left: synthesized inputs, with
nearly half of each face cropped. The missing part of each
face corresponds to a plane on the surface of its bound-
ing box. Middle right: corresponding restored outputs of the
method [LZT∗10]. Right: restoration results of the improved
method we proposed.

Based on the procedure for building this data set, six cat-
egories, each containing one original shape and five corre-
sponding synthesized samples, should be found when choos-
ing a proper scale for clustering the restored outputs, if the
restoration algorithm works correctly. Notice that here the
restoration was adopted only once using all 36 samples, be-
cause we just intended to show the correctness of our novel
restoration method, and did not aim to obtain the refined
restoration results.

Part of the restored outputs are shown in Figure 8. Com-
pared with the outputs of the former method, more accurate
results were achieved by our revised algorithm. The out-
comes of the former algorithm, shown in the third column
of Figure 8, look very similar to each other and led to an
incorrect clustering result in our experiment.

4.2. Results of the Two-Step Restoration

We next show the results of applying the proposed method
to the entire Bayon face database, including 161 samples in
total.

First, after the rough restoration and classification proce-
dures, similar samples were grouped together to generate a
hierarchy shown in Figure 6. Here we choose one cluster of
the whole dendrogram, which is marked by a red box in that
figure, to demonstrate the restored results of our method. The
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enlarged image of the hierarchy corresponding to this cluster
is shown in Figure 9.

There are 12 samples in the chosen cluster, where several
samples are partially damaged, as shown in Figure 10. For
example, the third face in the bottom row, which is num-
bered as No. 49E, has a broken nose. After applying the re-
fined restoration process to this group, the missing nose part
of this sample is recovered, as shown in Figure 11. From
the comparison from both frontal and side views, as well
as the enlarged partial details, we can clearly see that the
broken nose and mouth are well restored, without changing
other undamaged areas. Another two restoration examples
are presented in Figure 12. Notice that only the central facial
part was taken into consideration during the whole process-
ing and the cropped outer parts were not modified.
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Figure 9: Enlarged image of the hierarchy corresponding
to the chosen cluster in Figure 6.

Two examples of the two-step restoration outputs are
shown in Figure 13. The refined outputs benefited from
higher resolution data and more details were kept than the
rough restorations. Note that the rough output of the second
example changed slightly and differed from its input face.
This was a side effect of utilizing the entire database for
restoration at the same time, resulting in the use of dissimilar
and inappropriate samples. This demonstrates the rationality
of our proposed method, where refined restoration is carried
out using similar samples only. More restored results can be
found in Figure 14, including various examples of damaged
faces.

4.3. Discussion

True quantitative evaluation of these results cannot be at-
tained, as the original shapes of these sculptures when they
were just completed, i.e. the ground truth, are not known.
In spite of this, from the subjective judgment of those of us
who served as human observers, the restoration method we

Figure 10: The 12 samples that belong to the chosen cluster
in Figure 6.

Figure 11: One experimental result of our proposed restora-
tion method, face No. 49E, with comparison from a side view
and enlarged partial details. Upper: measured shape. Bot-
tom: restored output.

proposed clearly shows its feasibility and effectiveness in the
experimental results. This is meaningful for further archaeo-
logical research of Bayon. Besides, the proposed method is
actually designed for a group of similar shapes, not specific
to the Bayon data set. It can be applied to other problems
encountered in archaeology and restoration of cultural her-
itage objects as well, such as to restore and classify a group
of human skull fossils or similar bronze mirrors.

5. Summary

In this paper, we focused on the problem of restoring Bayon
facial sculptures, estimating the original shapes as they were
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Figure 12: Two more examples of restored results, with
comparison from a side view and enlarged partial details.

Figure 13: Two examples of the two-step restoration re-
sults. Each group shows the inputs (top) and outputs (bot-
tom) of both rough (left) and refined (right) restoration pro-
cedures. The refined outputs benefited from higher resolution
data and more details were kept. Note that the rough output
of the second example differs from its input face. This was a
side effect of utilizing the entire database for restoration at
the same time, resulting in the use of dissimilar samples.

constructed. In order to achieve this task, we propose a novel
comprehensive method with a two-step restoration strategy.
First, a rough shape recovery using all samples is carried
out to temporarily handle data incompletion. This is to make
the classification result more accurate. A hierarchical clus-
tering using the restored outcomes is adopted to group sim-
ilar samples together. Then a refined restoration using the
same shape recovery algorithm but with high resolution data
is executed in each respective cluster. This results in detailed
restorations, and the characteristics of each face are retained
as well. A revised shape restoration method based on the
low-rank matrix recovery theory was also derived. Experi-
mental results clearly show the feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed method.

Additional development will include estimating data con-
fidence values for input shapes before restoration, so that
only those areas with low confidence values, which means
they are more likely to be damaged, will be focused on dur-
ing restoration. Also we want to refine the current two-step
restoration strategy and develop it into an iterative algorithm
where the procedures of classification and restoration are
adopted alternately, in order to obtain more accurate results.
More experiments using data other than Bayon faces will
also be attempted.
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